kalima to refer to some classes of morphemes, but also to more complex units; on the other hand, other classes of morphemes are described not as kalim (pl. of kalima) but as mere 'augments', zawāʾid (sing. zāʾida) . the following table, based upon the data gathered by levin, can give an idea of this distribution: table 1: the distinction between kalima and zā'ida according to levin (1986) Zāʾida bound morphemes i: prefixes of the imperfective (ʾa-f ʿalu, 'i do'); tanwīn (suffixed -n of indefinite nouns); marker of the feminine gender in nouns (-at); suffix -iyy of the relative adjective; suffixes of the dual and the external plural Kalima A. clitics and bound morphemes ii: suffixed pronouns (raʾaytu-ka, 'i saw you'), personal suffixes of the perfect (ḏahab-tu, ḏahaba-t 'i went away, she went away'), wa-and fa-(conjunctions of coordination), definite article (al-qawmu 'the people'), sa-yaf ʿalu (preverbal particle marking the future), some prepositions (xarajtu bi-Zaydin, 'i got out with Zayd') b. independent morphemes: huwa 'he', kul 'eat!', xuḏ 'take!' c. independent lexical units consisting in one or several bound morphemes of zāʾida status: faras-u-n 'horse-nominative-indefinite', ya-ḍrib-u 'he-hits-indicative' D. 'graphic words' comprising one or several clitics or bound morphemes of kalima status: ʾaʿṭay-tu 'i gave', at-taṣdīru 'the breast girth of a camel' it should be noted that this classification reflects levin's purpose, which is a comparison between the notions of kalima in Arabic grammar and of morpheme in modern linguistics. such an approach has, from my point of view, the advantage of offering a rough sketch of the kind of data that will be dealt with in the following pages. however, it should not be taken as a wholly adequate representation of the Arabic grammarians' conceptions and analyses. A most typical case is that of the suffixes of the perfect, which they consider not as suffixes at all, but as subject pronouns, on the grounds that in ḏahab-tu 'i went away' for instance, -tu occupies the same place, and consequently has the same status, as Zayd in ḏahaba Zaydun 'Zayd went away'. this analysis, however, does not concern all those suffixes: in ḏahaba-t 'she went away', the suffix -t is considered not as a pronoun, but as a marker of the feminine; as for the pronoun of the 3rd person, they consider it to be a void element, the so-called 'masked
